SIERRA MADRE POLICE DEPARTMENT
POLICE BLOTTER REPORT
June 3-9, 2013
Tuesday June 4, 2013
Overnight, an unknown vehicle collided with another vehicle parked at the curb in
the 200 block of North Sunnyside Avenue. The driver drove from the scene
without identifying himself and there were no witnesses to the incident. The parked
vehicle sustained minor damage.
Wednesday June 5, 2013
At 9am, a City employee was working in Bailey Canyon. When he returned to his
work truck he found the right side door partially open and a handheld water meter
reading device was missing. No witnesses were located.
At 6:45 pm a vehicle versus bicycle traffic collision occurred in the intersection of
Grandview Avenue and Auburn Avenue. The bicyclist was travelling eastbound,
came to a stop at Auburn Avenue and then proceeded into the intersection. The
vehicle, travelling northbound had also come to a stop but did not yield to the
bicyclist in the intersection. The bicyclist sustained a minor abrasion to his right
knee.
Friday June 7, 2013
At approximately 1pm, a traffic collision occurred in the intersection of Baldwin
Avenue and Montecito Avenue. A vehicle travelling east on Montecito Avenue
made a right turn onto Baldwin Avenue and collided with the rear of another vehicle
that had braked abruptly for another vehicle. Vehicle damage was minor but one
party complained of pain to the right knee.
Saturday June 8, 2013
Overnight, an unknown suspect forced entry into a vehicle parked at the curb in the
100 block of Esperanza Drive. The suspect smashed the left side window with an
unknown object and removed a suitcase from the rear seat.

A resident from the 400 block of East Highland Avenue reported that her house
had been burglarized during a four day span that she was away. The investigation
revealed unknown suspect(s) entered the residence through an unlocked side door
and accessed selective areas of the house. The suspect(s) removed several pieces of
heirloom silverware and cash.

